
What is taught in Italian

Year 7 2021-2022 Year 9MPC 2021 -2022 

HT1 Basics and introducing oneself 

(present tense of the verbs 

chiamarsi/essere/  avere)

Myself, family and friends 

(present tense of the verbs 

chiamarsi/essere/avere, present 

tense of regular verbs, gender, 

possessive adjectives, adjectival 

agreement)   

HT2 Family and friends (gender, 

singular and plural nouns, 

adjectival agreement, 

possessive adjectives, regular 

verbs in the present tense, 

c' è/ci sono )

My studies (c'è/ci sono , opinion 

phrases, conditional tense of the 

verb volere  followed by an 

infinitive, impersonal expressions 

bisogna/si deve/si può followed 

by an infinitive, present tense of 

regular verbs)



HT3 Free time activities, sports and 

weather (opinions verbs 

followed by an infinitive, 

consolidation of present tense 

of regualr verbs, introduction 

of some irregular verbs eg. 

fare,  frequency adverbs)

Free time, sports and healthy 

lifestyle (opinion phrases, 

present tense of giocare/fare , 

frequency adverbs, use of 

quando/mentre , use of avere 

mal di  + part of the body, 

present tense of dovere 

followed by an infinitive) 

HT4 School, daily routine, time and 

jobs (impersonal expressions 

si deve/si può  followed by an 

infinitive, reflexive verbs in the 

present tense, conditional 

tense of the verb volere 

followed by an infintive)

Travel and tourism (present 

tense of andare, consolidation 

of present tense of regular verbs, 

perfect tense with the auxiliary 

avere,  time phrases to refer to 

past events)

HT5 My town, activities in town, 

future plans for a weekend in 

town (prepositions of place, 

impersonal expression si pu ò 

followed by an infinitive, 

conditional tense of the verb 

volere  followed by an 

infintive)

Travel and tourism (perfect tense 

with the auxiliary essere, dopo 

essere/aver + past participle, 

prima di  + infinitive, opinions in 

the past, consolidation of 

conditional tense of the verb 

volere  followed by an infinitive)

HT6 Food and drinks, ordering at 

the café (questions, justified 

opinions)                      Revision 

and exams

Italian Festivals and Celebrations 

(impersonal si, introduction to 

future tense)                      

Revision and exams



Year 10 2021 - 2022 Year 11 2021 - 2022

Italian fast track course - basics 

(present tense of the verbs 

chiamarsi/essere/avere,  present 

tense of regular verbs, gender, 

possessive adjectives, adjectival 

agreement)                                                

Education post-16/Jobs, career 

choices and ambitions         Social 

issues (charity/voluntary work; 

healthy and unhealthy living) 

(conditional tense recap, future 

tense recap, if clauses + 

conditional tense, stare  + 

gerund, indefinites)

School, jobs, daily routine and 

time, past day at school (c'è/ci 

sono , opinion phrases, 

conditional tense of the verb 

volere  followed by an infinitive, 

impersonal expressions 

bisogna/si deve/si può  followed 

by an infinitive, reflexive verbs in 

the present tense, introduction 

of perfect tense of regular verbs 

with the auxiliary avere)

 Global issues (environment; 

poverty and homelessness) 

(stare  + gerund consolidation, 

indefinites, impersonal 

structures in the present and 

conditional tense, perfect and 

imperfect tense recap, relative 

superlative, quello/ci ò  che)



Free time activities, sports, 

weather, food and healthy diet, 

body parts and ailments (opinion 

phrases, present tense of 

giocare/fare,  frequency adverbs, 

use of quando/mentre,  use of 

avere mal di + part of the body, 

present tense of dovere 

followed by an infinitive)  

Revision Theme 2 (travel and 

tourism - topic covered during C-

19 school closure; home, town, 

neighbourhood and region) 

(consolidation of all tenses and 

complex structures)                                

Exams skills

Travel and tourism, present and 

past holidays (present tense of 

andare,  consolidation of perfect 

tense with the auxiliary avere, 

perfect tense with the auxiliary 

essere,  time phrases to refer to 

past events, dopo essere/aver  + 

past participle, prima di + 

infinitive, opinions in the past)

Revision Theme 3

(my studies; life at 

school/college) (consolidation of 

all tenses and complex 

structures)                         Exams 

skills

Education post-16/Jobs, career 

choices and ambitions 

(conditional and future tense of 

regular and irregular verbs, if 

clauses + conditional tense, 

stare  + gerund)

Revision Theme 1 (me, my family 

and friends; technology in 

everyday life; free time activities) 

(consolidation of all tenses and 

complex structures)                              

Exams skills

Italian festivals (impersonal si , 

future tense recap)                  

Revision and exams

Exams and leave



Year 12 2020 - 2021 Year 13 2021-2022

Education (the Italian school 

system; issues at school; brain 

drain) (revision of the present 

tense, revision of simple and 

compound prepositions, revision 

of possessive adjectives & 

pronouns, revision of relative 

pronouns (che, cui), revision of 

passato 

prossimo/imperfetto/simple 

future and conditional, direct 

and indirect object pronouns 

including ci  and ne,  combined 

pronouns and consolidation of 

direct and indirect object 

pronouns, verbs with ce,  ne )

Impact of immigration in Italy 

(positive impact of 

immigration in Italy; 

problems related to 

migration to Italy) (revision 

of all tenses (indicative) - 

present, perfect, imperfect, 

conditional, future, revision 

stare  + gerund, pluperfect, 

revision of simple and 

compound prepositions, 

revision of possessive 

adjectives and pronouns, 

revision of relative clauses, 

revision of si impersonale 

and si passivante  in simple 

tenses/compound tenses, 

recap of uses of the 

subjunctive, revision of 

present, perfect subjunctive 

of regular and irregular 

verbs, revision of imperfect 

and pluperfect subjunctive of 

regular and irregular verbs)

The world of work (gender 

equality; unemployment; family 

businesses; new models of work) 

(uses of the subjunctive, present 

subjunctive of regular and 

irregular verbs, imperfect 

subjunctive of regular and 

irregular verbs, past and 

pluperfect subjunctive)

Impact of immigration in 

Italy; North/South divide 

(revision of if clauses + 

subjunctive, revision of 

passive voice (also 

venire/andare), introduction 

of past historic)



The evolution of the Italian 

family (changes in the attitude 

towards marriage, couple and 

family; mama's boys) 

(consolidation of past and 

pluperfect subjunctive, perfect 

conditional, periodo ipotetico , si 

impersonale  and si passivante  in 

simple tenses, revision of stare  + 

gerund)

Mussolini's rise and fascism 

(historical context and 

Mussolini’s rise to power; the 

origin of the fascist party; 

fascism during WWII) 

Music (changes and 

developments; impact on  

popular culture) 

From dictatorship to 

democracy (fascism during 

WWII; Mussolini’s fall and 

liberation of Italy; the 6 

nations (origin of the EU))

Media (freedom of expression; 

paper and online press; impact 

on society and politics) 

(indefinites, comparatives and 

superlatives)

Revision (themes 1 & 2; 

chosen film “La vita è bella”

and oral exam

Cultural heritage (festivals; 

customs and traditions) (other 

relative pronouns)          Revision 

and exams

Exams and leave


